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This paper investigates the poner of realtime one-\+a> synchronized alternating one-counter automata (lsaca (1. real)sL and shous that (1) lsacall. realis are more powerful than real-time one-way nondeterministic multlcounter automata. and (7) there exists a language accepted b! a lsaca(1. real). but not accepted b) an) realtime one-wa) alternating multi-stack-counter automata. As a corollary of 12). He habe: for each k> I. realtime one-way synchronized alternating k-counter ik-stack-counter) automata are more powerful than realtime one-aa> alternating kcounter (k-stack-counter) automata. We. finall). show that realtime synchronized alternating finite automata recognize esactlq regular sets. i.e.. that one counter is more powerful than no counter for realtime sgnchronizrd alternating automata.
Introduction
Synchronized alternation was introduced in [S] as a generalization of the alternation concept from [2] enabling a simple, natural form of communication among parallel processes of alternating devices. Although synchronized alternation is a very new concept, there are already several papers [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] showing the fruitfulness of this concept.
This paper continues to investigate synchronized alternating devices, especially realtime one-way synchronized alternating one-counter automata.
The reason for investigating these devices is that we have already known that very simple types of synchronized alternating devices have a big computational power. For example, it is shown in [3, 7] that two-way synchronized alternating finite automata recognize exactly context-sensitive languages, and this result is still improved by showing that one-way synchronized alternating finite automata do the same [6] . Further, Slobodova [12] has shown that one-way synchronized alternating one blind-counter automata can simulate Turing machines. Thus, one may be interested in investigating the power of one-way synchronized alternating counter automata for some bounds on the time complexity. We are interested in achieving some separation results between synchronized alternation and alternation (nondeterminism) for realtime multicounter machines. The separation results among determinism, non-determinism, and alternation for realtime multicounter machines have been proved in [4, lo] . Section 2 of this paper is devoted to the formal definitions of synchronized alternating devices working in realtime. In Section 3, we show that, for any positive integer k, realtime one-way synchronized alternating one-counter automata (lsaca(1, real)s) are more powerful than realtime one-way nondeterministic k-counter automata. Section 3 also shows that there exists a language accepted by a lsaca(1, real), but not accepted by any real-time one-way alternating multicounter (multi-stackcounter) automata.
From this result, we see that, for each k> 1, realtime one-way synchronized alternating k-counter (k-stack-counter) automata are more powerful than realtime one-way alternating k-counter (k-stack-counter) automata. Finally, we show that realtime one-way synchronized alternating finite automata (lsafa(real)s) recognize exactly regular sets and, thus, lsaca( 1, real)s are more powerful than lsafa(real)s.
Definitions
We assume here that the reader is familiar with the alternation concept introduced by Chandra et al. [Z] , and we refer to [3, 7, 121 we give a precise definition of accepting computations of a realtime synchronized alternating machine M. We assume that the endmarker S is attached to the right of the input tape of M, and M makes at most one step on $ without moving its reading head. We refer to [4] for definitions of a realtime one-way non-deterministic k-counter automaton, denoted by lnca(k, real), to [l] for definitions of realtime one-way nondeterministic k-stack-counter automaton, denoted by lnsca(k, real), to [lo] for definitions of realtime one-way alternating k-counter automaton, denoted by laca(k, real), to [l l] for definitions of realtime one-way alternating k-stack-counter automaton, denoted by lasca(k, real). By lsaca(k, real) (lsasca(k, real)) we denote the synchronized version of laca(k, real) (lasca(k, real)). Thus, for example, a realtime one-way synchronized alternating one-counter automaton is denoted by lsaca(1, real). Further, we denote by Isafa(rea1) a realtime one-way synchronized alternating finite automaton.
Results
We first show that Isaca(1, real)s can simulate realtime one-way nondeterministic multicounter automata. by synchronization in such a way that each of these processes working in parallel will be able to correctly guess the whole actual argument UED of A in each computation step. Let us assume that after the (j-1)st computation step A read the jth symbol "a" on the input tape in a state q, and whether its counters are empty or not be described by the vector (b,, . . . , bk)~{O, l}". Further, assume that for each iE{ 1, ., k}, Bi reads the jth input symbol "a" in a state (q, i, s), and the contents of its counter be the same as the contents of the ith counter of A which is characterized by bi~~0, l}. Now, each Bi existentially chooses one of at most 2k-' x b,,, possible actions, each corresponding to one element from the following subset, Si, Of Sg: S::={(a,,...,ai-l, real) # 0 for each k > 1, i.e., whether one additional counter for laca (lasca) can bring more computational power than synchronized alternation. Now, we are only able to show that one counter is better than no counter for realtime synchronized alternating automata, as the following theorem shows. How about the simulation of lsafa(real)s by deterministic finite automata?
Finally, we note that by allowing the linear time to lsafa's they recognize the context-sensitive language {WCW WG{O, l}*}. Thus, we conjecture that a lsafa(rea1) is the only one "natural" synchronized alternating device whose power is restricted to the recognition of regular sets only.
